
LIGHTBLOCKS                               PALETTE SERIES

Palette’s rich, opaque color delivers a lasting quality for both interior and 
exterior use.  It is especially suited as a material for walls, tables, and 
counter tops where durability and value are required.  Palette comes in a 
variety of polymers and thicknesses, including fi re rated assemblies, and 
fl at sheets may be cut, drilled or routed in the fi eld.

Precision color matching from the LIGHTBLOCKS “Palette” line in color 
ranges from vibrant brights to creamy pastels can be matched to any 
Pantone number, paint chip, or a picture of your granddad’s bow-tie; or 
choose from our selection of “Studio Favorites”.

LIGHTBLOCKS project developers and engineers are ready to assist 
you through our Design Partnership program with samples, design 
details, and specifi cations to insure your vision becomes a reality.
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Babcock & Brown, LLP

Architectural Resins

INFINITE COLOR POSSIBILITIES



Wynn and Encore Hotels
Indoor & Outdoor Restaurant Tables
Las Vegas, NV
Wynn Design & Development

DESIGN CHALLENGE:
This busy indoor / outdoor restaurant needed tables built to withstand the 
rigors of 24 hour bistro dining with beauty and style.

LIGHTBLOCKS SOLUTION:
Palette is the perfect choice for the hospitality industry’s top performing tables.  
Continual cleaning, UV exposure, or inclement weather will not degrade the 
surface or any part of the table top.

Colors range from Studio Favorites to anything you can dream to compliment 
your decor.  Natural or indirect lighting creates a glowing surface that exudes 
warmth, enhancing the dining experience.

Palette tables come with LIGHTBLOCKS signature matte fi nish that is stain, 
fi ngerprint, and scratch resistant, and cleans up beautifully with any mild 
detergent.  Misuse from mild scratches to cigarette burns may be repaired by 
hospitality staff.

Select from a variety of profi le edges including square, rounded, bullnose, 
chamfer, or knife edge.  Let the LIGHTBLOCKS experts guide you through 
material, color, and size selections, and provide you with installation 
instructions.

• Custom Color

• 100% Renewable Finish

• UV Resistant - won’t fade or yellow

• Use for interior or exterior, vertical or horizontal 

• Single or double sided

• Formable 

• Custom fabrication details

• Invisible seams

• Luminous

• Ready to install, cut to size, or full sheets

• Hardware Options

• Optional gloss fi nish

• 100% Recyclable
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About Palette:
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Brick Glory Carrot Butternut Sunny-Side Up

Key Lime Kelly

Mermaid Caribbean DenimLapis

Velvet Rhododendron Fruit Punch

Autumn Pumpkin Spice

Citrus

Buttercup

New Leaf Fern Malachite Peacock

Lagoon Cornfl ower Raisin

Valentine Bubble Gum Watermelon

Melon

Sea Glass

Fresh Surf Hydrangea Morning Sky

Lilac

Orchid

Victorian

Sage

MoonlightWhisper StoneRain

Robin's Egg

StormyMajestic Gravel Smoke Pinstripe Mink

Tropical Creamsicle Sugar Cookie

Cotton Candy

Latte

Raw Silk

Wheat

We strive to make our colors as accurate as possible, but printed or monitor screen images are intended as a guide 
only and should not be regarded as absolutely correct. We would be happy to send you an actual sample of any 

product shown, just call Customer Service or visit our website.

PALETTE                                 STUDIO FAVORITES  

Custom Colors Also Available



CENTRAL DUPAGE GLEN ELLYN MEDICAL, Intake Lobby, Dupage, IL
RTKL

ON THE COVER...
BABCOCK & BROWN, LLP
Reception Area Feature Wall
San Francisco, CA
Smith Group

DESIGN CHALLENGE:
The designer envisioned a feature wall 
that looked like giant building blocks for 
the reception area of this San Francisco 
law fi rm.  The alcove behind the desk had 
to fl ow seamlessly from the fl at section 
to curved panels in the fi nal installation.  
To maintain design integrity, panels had 
to be fastened to the wall with no visible 
attachment. 
 
LIGHTBLOCKS SOLUTION:
Colored panels in soft pastel hues made 
from LIGHTBLOCKS “Palette” opaque 
acrylic were cut, colored, and heat formed 
as needed for the design.  To fasten the 
panels to the wall, a rabbet was cut into the 
panel sides, providing space for concealed 
screws.  A two part compression fi t grid 
was snapped into place over the panel 
edges.  Decorative trim was adhered to the 
grid, completing the illusion of grout lines.
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DESIGN CHALLENGE:
Durability and ease of cleaning was called for in this busy medical center lobby.  The wall surface was 
designed to match the fl oor tile and ceiling paint.

LIGHTBLOCKS SOLUTION:
To achieve 100% renewability, designers chose LIGHTBLOCKS “Palette” single sided custom 
colored acrylic with an MDF substrate.  Installed on the walls with a “Z” clip assembly which simplifi ed 
installation and lowered cost, the completed installation is matched exactly to the ceiling and fl oors.  
Clients provided a series of Benjamin Moore paint chips for an exact color match.  Panels were sized 
to align with fl oor and ceiling stripes and biscuit splined together to allow for seamless appearance.

Because the color layer on LIGHTBLOCKS Palette is seen through a depth of acrylic with our 
signature matte fi nish on the surface, the panels have a luminous quality as if they were back lit, 
creating a memorable and durable feature wall. 


